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Keynote
Fingerprint Fun is a beautifully illustrated book featuring pictures to complete with painty
fingerprints.
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Fingerprint Fun is a beautifully illustrated book featuring pictures to complete
with painty fingerprints.
Young children will love adding fingerprints to pages to bring a whole host of animals,
objects and scenes to life.
C reative kids can give a cheetah spots or make it pour with rain, and will have hours of
fun transforming this simple book with just a few painty fingerprints.
Featuring bright and quirky bespoke artwork, this book makes a wonderful gift and will
provide hours of fun for young children.

Sales Points
Young boys and girls will love adding their painty prints to bring a whole host of
animals, objects and scenes to life
Give a cheetah his spots, make it pour with rain or create a dazzling fireworks display.
Young children will have hours of fun transforming this simple book with their
fingerprints
Full of bright and quirky full-colour artwork, this new addition to the Buster activity
range is just waiting to be transformed into a beautiful artwork memento

Reviews
'Lovely and quirky... a lovely memento of your child's little fingerprints' - Inside the
Wendy House blog
'A lovely way to encourage creativity, with plenty of prompts but also scope for the
imagination... great fun and really unusual' - Parents in Touch
'C reative kids will have hours of fun transforming this simple book with just a few
paint-covered fingerprints!' - Lancashire Evening Post

Author Biography
Jorge Martin is a London-based illustrator and visualiser. Originally from Spain, he has
lived in San Francisco, Mexico C ity and Hamburg. London has been home since 2002,
having studied at London's Kingston University and C entral Saint Martin's C ollege of Art.
Before becoming an illustrator, Jorge worked in service design, design innovation and
advertising. In August 2014, his first children's book was published in France. Since then,
he hasn't looked back, working on many other UK and French projects.
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